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FOLLOW US Page 2 FOLLOW US Edit and add a thousand effects to your photos Edit and animated videos on your phone Professional photo editor Official Google Photo App The official Google Camera App Enhances your photos with spectacular Effects Story Saver for Instagram Save your favorite
stories on your selfie phone with the best real-time photo editor All-in-one best among camera apps. More than 500 million people around the world smiled without results thanks to its incredible and highly recommended 360 Ultimate.It camera it is not surprising that the app has been ranked as the
number 1 photography app in 7 countries and is also recommended in 13 countries as one of the favorites in mobile photography. In fact, some of the biggest stars in Japan and Korea are fans of the Ultimate.FeaturesA camera360 amazing variety of photo tools that have been designed to offer the best
in every picture. The ability to choose from several interesting filters classified into several categories, such as Lomo, Retro, HDR, and Dreamlike, allows you to leave your photos worthy of postcards. If you like creating portraits, you'll love the 'Magic Skin' effect, which makes your portrait more beautiful.
Tilt-shift mode lets you place vertical or horizontal blurry bars on your photos for additional effects. Color-Shift mode changes your photos to black and white, giving you the option to choose the featured colors for very stunning images. Audio mode lets you record 5 seconds of sound while taking a photo.
You can take advantage of more frequent updates with the pro version. Ready to experience some unique photo experiences? Download Camera360 Ultimate now. Because they are interactive and display all the details of the scene, 360 degree photos allow viewers to see through all angles around a
certain point, causing a sensation of immersion in the place. To do this, just tap and slide the image so that the viewing angle changes. The photos at 360 are growing in popularity. Although they have been around for a long time, only now have platforms started allowing sharing for this type of record,
which is differentiated, like Facebook. But they still can't be produced natively by apps that come with Windows, Android, iOS and Windows 10 Mobile systems. Next you'll check out 10 apps to take photos at 360 and see how easy it is to manipulate and share them. 1. Cardboard Camera (Android) The
official Google app is Cardboard Camera, made for virtual reality purposes. It's available for Android for free from the Google Play Store. This app not only allows the capture of photos in 360, but also sounds around. For those interested in virtual reality, there are cardboard goggles, with the same
application name to use together, making the experience even more interesting. 2. Bimostitch Panorama Stitcher (Android) The Bimostitch Panorama Stitcher app is free and can be downloaded from the Play Store. The 360 photos are made from sequential photos that are then put together for the
formation of a panorama. The interface is simple and easy to use. There are other tools for editing and various settings. Photos are saved in the gallery after they're saved. 3. Photaf Panorama (Android) Photaf Panorama app, also available for free from the Play Store, is another option to capture 360
photos for Android. The app allows creating panoramas via manual or automatic mode. Tools such as flash and zoom can also be manipulated through the app's interface. 4. Panorama 360 (Android) This is a service that also allows photo capture in 360 and was developed also for virtual reality
purposes. It is available for free on the Play Store. The arrests were made quite simply. For this, the user should only position the smartphone vertically and move the camera to the right, according to the marker, until it turns full. These works can be shared both through Facebook and through the app's
own social network. 5. Photo Sphere Camera (iOS) Photo Sphere Camera app works in association with Google Maps. They are the blue dots on the map where you can see photos in 360 marked locations. Once the panorama is recorded, users can share it on Google's social map network. The app is
free and in Portuguese Apple Store. 6. Splash – 360 Video Camera (iOS) Splash 360 Video Camera app is also available for free from the Apple Store. This service allows the order of photos to be taken and then combined into a single photo, for the creation of a panorama. It also has the characteristic
features of a social network that offers users the possibility of sharing and viewing panoramic photos created by other users from around the world. 7. 360 Panorama (iOS, paid) Another app for capturing 360 images for iPhone is Panorama 360, but it is paid. The differential of these applications for others
is in the interactivity mode of the gyroscope. By the end of the 360 screenshots, users can navigate through the scenario by playing the smartphone. The app also has a feature that allows you to share photos on Twitter. 8. Fabric (iOS, paid) Another application for capturing images on 360 is Cloth,
available for iOS. However, it is also paid for. This tool allows correction of contrast and brightness levels, Faltering media can also be mitigated by the intelligent stability system offered by the app. Once the panorama is complete, it can be saved in a smartphone gallery or shared on social networks. 9.
Lumia Panorama (Windows Phone/Windows 10 Mobile) For Windows 8, 8.1, or Windows 10 Mobile smartphones, Lumia Panorama is a good choice, and the app has a free download. The highlight of this service is how it works. Instead of capturing the image in constant motion of the camera, it captures
through several sequential photos. Alignment is done based on the collected images. 10. Photosynthesis Service (Windows) for Windows lets you create a series of interactive photos. It is compatible with browsers such as Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. The app also serves as a social network and
four types of panoramas in 360 can be created: Spin, Panorama, Wall and Walk. For users who want to use an online publisher, they must register here, informing their username and Microsoft email address. Then you'll need to click the verification link to be emailed (if you can't find it in your inbox, check
the spam box). Then select the type of image to create and upload the image). Do you like that story? Subscribe to Canaltech for daily updates with the latest news from the tech world. 7.0.2 on Android vStudio Camera360 is a photo editor, which is no wonder! Simple gestures, add your photos a little
magic - and never settle for less! Camera360 — Properties, features, and functions: 100 classic filters; Photo-superstar effect, magical hero; Mirror view; Facial recognition; To manually adjust exposure and focal length; Succinctly managing filters and functions —applying effects, revisions, conservation
filters, and priorities—will meet your highest needs. Camera360— cyanide: Now you can click anywhere on the screen, into self-photography; Use a light lighter filter at night; Simple taps on the screen — expand your eyes, even skin tone — to become a goddess! The 3D effect accentuates the contours
of your face, to refresh yourself and make you a little more attractive. Camera360-Never doubt your own chances.! Don't know how to use Photoshop? No problem! Some stylish moves are a trial and error - on screen and you'll learn how: trim, flip, choose white balance and color temperature - using the
more professional features of 10 fotoshopera! Camera360 Ultimate is undoubtedly far superior to previous versions (Camera360). Applications have improved in many ways, offering much easier to work with and even more image editing options. But the main compliment to Camera360 Ultimate is
because of the digital camera option. There are several settings that can be changed before shooting, allowing you to adjust everything to the environment you are in and the current light conditions. Contrast, sharpness, saturation, brightness, white balance, timer: all this can make your pictures better
before you even apply a color effect. By the way, the number of filters is large and varies greatly. Unfortunately, it is divided by category. This makes Camera360 Ultimate less practical, as you need to open the filters separately to choose what you want to apply. And here's another negative detail: the
slow pace of the app. If you have a slightly more simplified device, it's a good idea to be patient. We tested the Camera360 Ultimate on a Samsung Galaxy S and it took a while to load filters and categories. Although not very long, it can prevent many people when it is testing the application. That said,
Camera360 Ultimate is an excellent app. In addition to all the positive image editing features, it even allows you to save the original photo and create files in high definition —a rare function among photography apps. Photo.
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